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ABSTRACT
Storytelling, the act of connecting entities through relation-
ships, provides an intuitive platform for exploratory analy-
sis. This paper combines storytelling and Spatio-logical In-
ference (SLI) to generate rules of interaction among entities
and measure how well they forecast a real-world event. The
proposed algorithm first takes as input the probability of
prior occurrences of events along with their spatial distances.
It calculates their soft truths, i.e., the belief they have indeed
been observed with certainty. Subsequently, the algorithm
applies a relaxed form of logical conjunction and disjunc-
tion to compute a distance to satisfaction for each rule. The
rules of lowest distances represent the best forecasts. Ex-
tensive experiments with social unrest in Afghanistan show
that storytelling and SLI can outperform common proba-
bilistic approaches by as much as 30% in terms of precision
and 13% in terms of recall.

1. INTRODUCTION
Social events are often the byproducts of complex factors

of various natures, such as financial, political, and religious.
For an event to take place, the right mix of signals must
come together in order to elicit reaction. Take as an exam-
ple Fig. 1, which depicts some of the locations of the Poll Tax
Riots of Great Britain in 1990. Social unrest broke out after
the government enacted a flat-rate tax on each adult. But
before those acts of violence occurred, other developments
led up to them: activists organized protests at Trafalgar
Square, police closed a few of London’s Underground sta-
tions, transit was rerouted in some streets, and shops closed
in certain areas. The key idea here is that social events,
especially the violent ones, tend to be associated to other
spatially and temporally-related nearby processes. These
processes are composed of any number of constituent parts
that, when identified properly, can help uncover the final
event. While the above example is not surprising (after all,
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Figure 1: Approximate spread of the Poll Tax Riots
of London in 1990. Red lines represent street clo-
sures around Trafalgar Square. Yellow dots denote
concentration of protesters while black dots repre-
sent the locations of riots propagating north towards
Piccadilly Circus.

protests can frequently lead to riots), acts of violence are
not always transparent. The Montreal Stanley Cup Riot of
1993, for instance, developed quickly as the crowd celebrated
a win, and had no apparent reason to engage in violence,
when in fact it did. Social events can take on many charac-
teristics, four of which are observed in the above example:

1. event cascading: single developments provide little
insight into the overall event. On their own, the street
closures of the above example are not alarming. But
when combined with other developments, such as gath-
ering of protesters and closed shops, a much bleaker
picture begins to delineate;

2. event propagation: developments evolve in spatial
regions through nearby areas, fading into distance. Shops,
for instance, are closed near the event, but not far away
from it;

3. event sequencing: the temporal sequence in which
developments occur is essential to explain facts. Dis-
ruption in transportation, for example, commonly takes
place after protesters have gathered, but less frequently
before;

4. event interaction: developments represent interac-
tions among entities: police try to contain protesters,
rioters throw stones, looters attack shops, etc. Some
interactions provoke strong reactions, while others do
not.

Given the spatio-temporal sequence of developments as de-
scribed above, one interesting question is whether an event,



violent or not, can be predicted based on previous knowledge
of seemingly related developments. In other words, would it
be possible to foresee looting at London’s Piccadilly Circus
knowing that major protests took place earlier at Trafal-
gar Square? Making such determinations has proven elusive
even with the most advanced reasoning systems available
today.

While forecasting has been an art as much as a science,
we can measure the feasibility that an event will occur by
expanding the four characteristics mentioned above to the
following hypothesis: an event can be identified by the con-
stituent parts that lead to it, observing their spatial prop-
agation and time coherence, and taking into account
their semantic interactions. The goal of this study is
to reason over spatio-temporal sequences of developments
that can lead to other events, and provide a probabilistic
view of their occurrence. For a focused discussion, we base
our case study on violent events and apply Probabilistic Soft
Logic (PSL) [9] to reason over them. To be more specific,
Fig. 2 gives an example of what we work towards. The
figure shows two event sequences A and B across a short
timeline (31 March, 1990). Sequence A is composed of
three developments taking place along the day: Whitcomb
St. is blocked, protests occur at Trafalgar Square, and Char-
ing Cross station is closed. They culminate in looting in the
vicinity of Piccadilly Circus at 7 pm. Sequence B has three
different events in different locations, but also lead to the
same looting at Piccadilly Circus. Given the two sequences
(and possibly others), the goal is to give each sequence a nu-
merical quantification of its ability to forecast the looting.
One would like to say that Sequence A forecasts looting
at Piccadilly Circus with a certain value, while Sequence
B forecasts the same looting with a lower value than Se-
quence A . Thus, Sequence A is a better predictor than
B. These values represent a probability, which is explored
later in this paper. The above sequences represent streams
of information that tells a story about several things hap-
pening, and thus, we begin by framing this problem as one
of storytelling, which we explain below.

Broadly speaking, storytelling is the process of connecting
entities through their characteristics, actions, and events [22]
in order to create meaningful streams of information. In the
Poll Tax Riots example above, a possible storyline would be

the sequence activists
organize→ protest

containedby→ police
closed→ streets , where entities {activists, protest, police, streets}
are connected through semantic relationships {organize, con-
tainedby, closed}, and tagged with a location and times-
tamp. Information retrieval and web research have studied
this problem, i.e., modeling storylines from documents and
search results, and linking documents into stories [11][6][7]
(the terms stories and storylines are used interchangeably).
A violent event can be viewed as a vector of three important
dimensions: the spatial regions where entities interact;
temporal coherence which dictates the proper ordering
of developments; and the interactions that lead to social
outcomes. In this study, we enforce all of these three di-
mensions and focus on spatio-temporal storytelling related
to violent events, presenting the following contributions:

1. Reasoning with spatio-logical inference: Key to
understanding violent events is to differentiate their
relevant circumstances while filtering out the unim-
portant ones. We introduce spatio-logical inference as

an extension of Probabilistic Soft Logic to determine
the likelihood that parts of an event will occur, and by
extension, if the final event is probable or not. In this
manner, the analyst can focus on hundreds of impor-
tant happenings rather than thousands (or millions) of
uninformative developments.

2. Designing spatio-temporal methods to analyze
events: Because the dynamics of violent events are
too complex for simple modeling, treating them in
short spans of space and time is more conducive to
human understanding. We show how such applica-
bility can be achieved by proposing a candidate rule-
generating algorithm, which becomes part of our fore-
casting strategy, and has not been explored in spatio-
temporal analysis.

3. Performing extensive experiments over location-
based real-world events: Because violent events are
reported within and across many spatial regions, we
perform several experiments using both structured and
unstructured data sources. Analysis of violent events
is done on the Global Database of Events, Language,
and Tone (GDELT ) [12], a well-established dataset of
conflicts and social unrest, from which we target events
in the Middle East and other parts of Asia.

In this paper, we briefly show how storylines are generated.
For full details, however, we refer the reader to the spatio-
temporal framework described in [20] and its originating
work in [11], which we use as the basis for this research.
Our focus is on spatio-temporal techniques of storyline us-
age to demonstrate how they can be helpful in real-world
applications, using violent events as our domain. This pa-
per is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe related
works and point their differences to our approach. Section
3 details the proposed forecasting strategies. Extensive ex-
periments are presented in Section 4. A conclusion is finally
given in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORKS
Storytelling is not a single analytical tool with predefined

tasks. It can be better described as a platform of knowl-
edge exploration for fact finding, association discovery, and
inferencing. Moreover, its goals can range widely according
to the domain of application: law enforcement may want
to connect criminal behavior; health officials may be inter-
ested in drug interactions; and marketers may benefit from
repercussion of their products in social media. As such, sto-
rytelling depends on a combination of social analysis and
the technical quantitative fields. The work proposed in this
paper, therefore, spans many areas of expertise, from graph
analysis to geographic networks. Our research best lines up
with the approaches described below.

Inferencing and Forecasting: While the goal of this study
is not to compare the best forecasting strategies, we discuss
forecasting as a case study. Some authors prefer the terms
‘event prediction’ while others speak of ‘causality’ in rela-
tion to forecasting. One such work proposed by Radinsky
et al. reasons over the causes of events described in news
articles [19]. They present an algorithm that takes as in-
put a causality pair to find a causality predictor. Objects
are defined to be similar if they relate to a third object in



Figure 2: Example of forecasting from spatio-temporal storytelling on two event sequences. Sequence A
explains the looting at Piccadilly Circus as an implication of the blocking of Whitcomb St., protests at Trafalgar
Square, and closing of Charing Cross. Sequence B, alternatively, relates the same looting with a school closing
at Waterloo Pl, a march to Richmond Terrace, and the pushing of the crowd to West End. The 0.75 and 0.51
values indicate the beliefs with which sequences A and B respectively forecast the looting. For its higher
value, sequence A is deemed a better predictor than sequence B.

the same way. This departs from our approach, which does
not compare entities, but rather investigates if behavior is
similar when entities are in close spatial proximity. Further,
their work utilizes external knowledge databases, such as
LinkedData to obtain information about well-known objects
and entities. Our approach is mostly unsupervised in that
all knowledge is self-contained in the targeted datasets.

Another work worth mentioning is prediction from textual
data described in [18, 17]. The authors propose to capture
the effects of an event by propagating it through a hierarchi-
cal model, namely an abstraction tree, that contains events
and rules. It then finds matching nodes that can produce
possible effects. In our work, we also propose a rule-based
method, but do not rely on a trained model that stores rules
for subsequent use. Our idea is to compare events, which
may be viewed as nodes, where each event has a weight
based on spatial distance. We favor this methodology as it
does not depend on the availability of entity attributes or
physical characteristics.

In our discussion, we note the importance of Bayesian In-
ference in forecasting. Among classical methods, it is one of
the strongest foundations for cause-effect relationships that
one can use to justify forecasting. Determining that A hap-
pens because B and C also happen is a powerful statement
in many areas of knowledge, although it must be taken care-
fully. Bayesian Inference in its traditional form, however, is
challenging for a few reasons: (1) it needs many instances of
the same events to occur in like sequences to establish cer-
tainty; (2) without modification, it does not consider subjec-
tive criteria, such as behavioral knowledge or entity charac-
teristics. Things “are” or “are not”; (3) it does not take into
account spatial reasoning. Every element, no matter where
they reside, are regarded equally. In terms of violent events,
these three aspects represent challenges that must be dealt
with. For this reason, we do utilize Bayesian Inference as a
forecasting method, but do not solely rely on it.

Link Analysis: Often relying on graphs as a modeling
abstraction, this class of work observes the evolution of en-
tities in space and time ([16], [4]) and the identification of
patterns ([5], [3]). The goal of link analysis, however, is not
to explore stories or do forecasting. Rather, it is an attempt
to quantify changes in entities and manage relationships,
which leads to the notion of ranking.

Ranking in terms of link analysis has been popularly ap-
plied to web pages since the seminal works of Brin and Page
[1] and Kleinberg [10]. The former computes the value of the

importance of a web page based on its links and an initial
damping factor. The latter also consider the page’s links,
but is dependent on an initial query that generates a root
set, and is augmented by other pages that point to the root
set.

Within the same family of the above approaches, there
have been other proposed methods. The Indegree Algorithm
is a simple heuristic that considers the popularity factor as
a ranking measure [15]. For social media, popularity is a
gray area: works well for high-visibility events, but may fail
miserably for events that are important, but that do not get
much exposure. For storytelling, this type of applicability is
possible, but too subjective in terms of ranking. The HITS
Algorithm [10] introduced the notion of hub and authority,
where authorities are the pages that hold “legitimate” in-
formation, and hubs are the pages directing the user to the
authorities. In terms of storytelling, this type of ranking
would be challenging since there is no clear-cut way to de-
termine which entities would be authorities and which would
be hubs. It represents an open line of research, but outside
the scope of this document.

Differences: Each of the above research fields provides
solutions to the various tasks involved in storytelling. Chal-
lenges and requirements come in different flavors as a result
of application demands or data characteristics. Our work,
for instance, requires geolocation of entities as it relies on
a spatio-temporal model where both geographical proximity
and time ordering are favored. In this sense, our focus is
on methods for which spatial influence and time sequenc-
ing can be intuitively justified by semantic analysis. Given
the many differences in what each technique can contribute,
we do not show competing approaches. Rather, we present
complementary techniques that demonstrate how storylines
can be a valuable analysis tool, covering a spatio-temporal
niche which remains largely untapped.

3. FORECASTING VIOLENT EVENTS WITH
SPATIO-LOGICAL INFERENCE

The list below provides definitions for various terms used
throughout the remainder of this paper:

1. entity: a real-world object, whether physical or con-
ceptual. In the context of this paper, an entity is com-
monly an individual or an organization.

2. event: an outcome, development, or happening as in
the dictionary sense. A protest, an election, or a sports



Figure 3: A spatial diagram of entity interactions
enclosed in ovals. The left and center ovals rep-
resent trigger events, and the rightmost one is the
final event. Each has a text description, is denoted
by φ1, φ2, and φ3, and has a soft truth value in the
range [0,1]. The sequence conveys a storyline in
which as police observe protesters, and protesters
push against the crowd, a riot ensues.

match are examples. In this study, events are often
of a violent nature, or components that can lead to
violence.

3. storyline: a sequence of entities connected by rela-
tionships that describe an event. For example, ”protesters
–> blocked –> Trafalgar Square –> surrounded by –
> police. Loosely speaking, a storyline is a stream
of information that does not always obey grammatical
rules.

4. soft truth: a numerical belief in the range [0,1] related
to an event. For example, “protesters –> blocked –
> Trafalgar Square [0.75]” denotes that someone has
reported the blocking of Trafalgar Square, and that
person is 75% certain that this event indeed happened.

5. rule: a storyline that has been annotated with the
following: a weight in the range [0,1] (to determine
the rule’s importance); and soft truths of each inter-
action between adjacent pairs of entities. An example
rule would be “[0.45] protesters –> blocked –> Trafal-
gar Square [0.35] –> surrounded by –> police[0.95]
–> caused –> riot [0.55]”. Here, [0.45] is the over-
all weight of the rule and [0.35],[0.95], and [0.55] are
the respective soft truths for the three interactions
(“blocked”,“sorrounded”, and “caused”). The first two
interactions (“blocked”and“sorrounded”) are called trig-
ger events, whereas the last one (“caused”) is the final
event. Note that the soft truths do not have to add up
to the overall weight of the rule.

As explained earlier, violent events can be viewed as the
end result of larger processes composed of one or more trig-
ger events. In the Poll Tax Riots, for example, we identi-
fied some of those trigger events, two of which were that
activists organized protests and police closed some streets.
Intuitively, each of these trigger events contribute a certain
amount of momentum to the riots, with some weighing in
more heavily than others. Our goal then is to make use of
these weights, which we will call “soft truths”, such that,
when put together, the final violent event can be deemed
probable or not. A soft truth is simply a numerical belief in
the range [0,1] that two entities will interact in a particu-
lar way. Thus, one person may have seen police observing
protesters with a soft truth of 0.75, while another person is

not sure the police was involved, lowering the soft truth to
0.25. The combination of event sequences and soft truths al-
lows us to generate rules and determine how well they lead to
the violent event (i.e., their distance to satisfaction), which
we explain below.

3.0.1 Rule Inference
Informally, our problem can be expressed as follows: given

a storyline composed of several interacting entities, we seek
a method to combine the individual soft truths of each inter-
action and make a decision of whether the consolidated in-
teractions are compatible with the violent event or not, i.e.,
if they can generate the violent event. Consider Fig. 3 which
depicts different sets of entities (police, protesters, crowd) in-
teracting among themselves in the streets. There are three
interactions, denoted φ1, φ2, and φ3, each described in text
with an associated soft truth value. The soft truths can be
obtained from various sources: historical frequencies, input
of domain experts, and random sampling, among others.
We wish to find an algorithmic way to answer the following
question: is the combination of “police observe protesters”
(φ1) and“protesters push against crowd”(φ2) enough for the
crowd to “cause a riot” (φ3)? Formally, this problem can be
modeled in First Order Logic with the following statement:

observe(police,protesters) ∧ push(protesters,crowd)
=⇒ cause(crowd,riot) (Rule r1)

The above statement establishes a logical rule (r1) that re-
lates two trigger events via an “and” relationship (∧) to
the final event, which is the riot. All of these events are
in the format predicate(entityx,entityz). It should read
that entityx performs the predicate on entityz, meaning that
when police observe protesters and protesters push against
the crowd, it implies that a riot will break out. This type of
statement represents hard logic, i.e., it determines whether
developments will or will not happen, such as in a binary
fashion. In terms of violent events, hard logic in many in-
stances is not applicable because one can seldom state with
certainty that a riot will or will not occur. For this reason,
instead of hard logic, a more appropriate direction is to relax
the binary restriction, and permit interactions to have a soft
truth in a continuous fashion. Relaxing these restrictions
allows us to rewrite Rule r1 as in the two examples below:

0.25: observe(police,protesters)(0.8) ∧
push(protesters,crowd)(0.4) =⇒ cause(crowd,riot)

(0.7) (Rule r2)

0.44: observe(police,protesters)(0.9) ∧
push(protesters,crowd)(0.3) =⇒ cause(crowd,riot)

(0.1) (Rule r3)

Generalizing them, we have:

RW: φ1(ea,eb)(w1) ∧ ... ∧ φn(eu,ev) (wn) =⇒
φn+1(ew,ez) (wn+1)

where RW is the rule weight, φi is either a trigger event or
the final event, ei represents an entity (or set of) and wi is a
soft truth value. Note that trigger events always appear in
the antecedent of the rule (i.e., before the =⇒ sign), and
the final event always appear in the consequent of the rule
(i.e., after the =⇒ sign). Subsection 3.0.2 shows a method



on how to select trigger events and final events in order to
generate rules. In Rules r2 and r3 respectively, the trigger
events have soft truths (0.8, 0.4, 0.9, 0.3) and the final events
have soft truths (0.7, 0.1). The rules themselves have weights
0.25 and 0.44. In practice, the rules put in formal notation
statements about what “people think” or “may have seen” or
“has happened” given uncertainty. There could be different
rules that also lead to the same riot, such as:

0.65: seen with(weapons,protesters)(0.8) ∧
push(protesters,crowd)(0.4) =⇒ cause(crowd,riot)

(0.7) (Rule r4)

Given its higher rule weight (0.65), Rule r4 is preferable to r2
(0.25) and r3 (0.44) (possibly because it involves weapons!).
In a real application, thousands of such rules can be gener-
ated, which requires a numerical method to determine how
good each rule actually is. In practice, we must find out
whether the trigger events satisfy the riot, and if not, their
distance from satisfaction. What we have described so far is
derived from Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) [9]. PSL allows
us to find if a rule’s trigger events satisfy the final event, in
which case we can then state that the rule forecasts the final
event.

Given a set of trigger events φ={φ1, ..., φn}, the assign-
ment of φi → [0, 1]n represents the allocation of a soft truth
value to an interaction between two entities. This allocation
is called an interpretation I(φi). PSL uses the Lukasiewicz
t-norm and co-norm to relax the traditional logical con-
junction (∧) and disjunction (∨) into continuous values as
follows:

I =


φ1 ∧̃ φ2 = max{0, I(φ1) + I(φ2)− 1}
φ1 ∨̃ φ2 = min{I(φ1) + I(φ2), 1}
¬̃ = 1− I(l1)

(1)

The ˜ symbol is applied to denote the relaxed version of
the normal logical operators, which allows us to assert the
following:

Definition Given a rule r, composed of a set of trigger
events Φ={φ1,...,φn} and a final event φfinal where each
φi and φfinal have an interpretation in [0,1], r is satisfied if
and only if I(φ1,...,φn) ≤ I(φfinal).

Simply put, the above definition states that for a rule to
be satisfied, its trigger events must combine to an overall
soft truth that is less than or equal to the soft truth of the
final event. Or conversely, the interaction established by
the entities in the final event (φfinal) must have at least
the same soft truths as the interactions of its constituent
trigger events (φ1,...,φn). The rule’s distance to satisfaction
for interpretation I is given by:

dr(I) = max{0, I(φ1, ..., φn)− I(φfinal)} (2)

As an example, take Rule r2, for which we wish to com-
pute its distance to satisfaction dr(I). I(φ1,φ2)=max{0,
0.8+0.4-1}=0.2. Since 0.2≤0.7, we say that the rule is sat-
isfied and dr(I)=0. This contrasts with Rule r3. where
I(φ1,φ2)=max{0, 0.9+0.3-1}=0.2, and dr(I) = max{0,0.2-
0.1} = 0.1. Rule 3 is more distant to satisfaction than Rule
2.

Interpretations can be challenging to deal with because
different people have different opinions and different percep-
tions of facts. From an algorithmic perspective, however, all

interpretations are equally valid until some are shown to be
more feasible than others. For that purpose, we can calcu-
late a distribution over all interpretations and identify the
most probable ones. Given a set of Rules R = {r1,...,rn},
each composed of one or more trigger events and one final
event in φ={φ1,.., φn}, the probability density function over
all interpretations of the rules in R is given by:

f(I) =
1

Z
e[−

∑
r∈R WR (dr(I))

p] (3)

where WR is the rule’s weight, Z is a normalization constant
so that interpretations sum up to 1, and p is a loss function
that affects the rule’s distance from satisfaction, in {1,2}.
When p=1, interpretations that completely satisfy one rule
are preferred over others that contribute a positive distance
from satisfaction. When p=2, distance from satisfaction is
squared, which favors all rules to some degree. The value
of Z, which is derived from Markov Random Fields, can be
obtained from:

Z =

n∑
I=1

e[−
∑
r∈R WR (dr(I))

p] (4)

Deriving the most probable interpretation is mathematically
equivalent to maximizing f(I). Knowing this distribution al-
lows one to pick the maximal interpretations, which can be
subsequently used for many purposes, such as ranking, fil-
tering, or even classification of violent events. In the exper-
iments section, we apply them in the context of stortylines
to forecast probable violent events.

3.0.2 Generation of Candidate Rules
The discussion in Subsection 3.0.1 explains how to find

the “goodness” of a rule for comparison purposes. Obvi-
ously, it requires a set of rules as input, and therefore, rules
must be available as a pre-condition. Rule generation is an
open research field, ranging from pattern mining [21, 2] to
distributed processing [13, 8]. We do not endorse any spe-
cific methods, but would rather show an effective spatial
approach for that purpose. This approach injects a spa-
tial distance component into the rules, and thus the name
spatio-logical inference. Fast forward to Table 1 and the
discussion in Subsection 4 for a brief visual example. More
formally, this process obeys the steps of Alg. 1, explained
below.

The algorithm takes as input a set of storylines composed
of many events, where each event is associated to a location,
such as latitude and longitude. The user must also input the
following items: the number of desired rules to be generated
(n), a matrix of probabilities where each cell contains the
likelihood of observing the corresponding events (event pair
Probability Matrix), and the desired size s of each rule. Rule
size is defined as the number of trigger events that composes
the rule, i.e., the number of events concatenated by the ∧
relationship. In the previous example, the size of Rule 4,
for instance, is 2. The algorithm first initializes two items:
RULES, a data structure to hold the final rules, as empty;
and the user-selected final event φk (line 1).

In the pre-processing stage, we wish to compute the dis-
tance between all events in the area of study, shown in line 3,
to be used later. The results are stored in a Distance-Matrix
(line 4). Rule generation is accomplished in the main stage.
First, using the Distance-Matrix, a query finds a number s
of events (i.e., a number that matches the rule size) within



Algorithm 1: Candidate Rule Generation
inputs : set of STORYLINES = {s1,...,sn} where each si is

composed of events φ1, ..., φm tagged by locations and
timestamps in an area of study, number of desired rules n,
size of rule s, distance d, event-pair Probability-Matrix

output: set of weight-based rules RULES
Initialize

1:|Rules| = 0; φfinal ← φk ; // select one event in the dataset to be

the final event

Pre-processing

2:while STORYLINES exist do
3: foreach pair (φi,φj ) ∈ {si} where φi 6= φj do

4: Distance-Matrix ← store(normalizedDistance(φi,φj)) ;

// calculate the distance between each pair of entities.

5: end

6:end

Main Stage

7:while |Rules| ≤ n do
8: List{Trigger-Events} = query(Distance-Matrix,φfinal,s,d) ;

// perform a query for the s closest events within distance d of the
final event.

9: rule ← concatenate(List{Trigger-Events},“∧”,φfinal) ; // combine

all trigger events to the final event with an “and” relationship.
10: foreach (φi,φj ) ∈ rule, φi 6= φj , do

11: set soft-truth(φi,φj) = Probability-Matrix[(φi,φj)] ; // set the

soft truth for each interaction in the rule by looking up the
probability of its composing events in the probability matrix.

12: end

13: set ruleRW = 1
avgDistEvents(rule,Distance−Matrix) ;

// set the rule’s weight as the inverse of the average normalized
distance among all its composing events

14: RULES ← rule ; // store the formed rule.
15: increment d ; // increase the search distance and perform another

query.

16:end

17:output RULES;

a user-specified spatial distance d of the final event. The
results are stored in List{Trigger-Events} (line 8). The rule
is then formed by concatenating the found trigger events in
the list to the final event φfinal via the “and ” (∧) operator
(line 9). What remains to be done is to set the soft truths
for each event in the rule. This is represented in lines 10
and 11 by doing a lookup in the probability matrix already
provided. The overall rule weight is obtained by averaging
the distances of all events for that rule, which can be ob-
tained from the Distance-Matrix (line 13). The formed rule
is then stored in the output data structure RULES (line 14)
and the distance is incremented for a new search for more
trigger events (line 15). The process continues until the de-
sired number of rules has been reached, at which point the
RULES are output in line 17.

4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we apply spatio-logical inference to trans-

form storylines into weight-based rules, which we then use
to do forecasting.

We begin with a set of 250,000 GDELT events of cate-
gory type ASSAULT (broken down into three subcategories)
that took place in Afghanistan. Out of those records, we use
150,000 to extract rules, find events of high probability of
occurrence using spatio-logical inference, and use those to
find the number of similar events that exist in the remain-
ing 100,000. The measures utilized are the following: re-
call= similar identified

similar identified+similar missed
as the number of simi-

lar events that were identified in the initial 150,000 records
over the total number of similar events among the remain-
ing 100,000; precision= similar identified

all retrieved
as the number of

similar events that were identified over all retrieved records.
By similar events, we denote events of the same category
as specified by GDELT [12] (e.g., bombing and explosion)
located within distance to satisfaction ≤ t of one another,
where t is a threshold.

To extract rules from our dataset, we use Alg. 1, for which

we give a brief example. Consider the three GDELT event
types shown in Table 1 and geolocated in the corresponding
image, which is Afghanistan, our region of study. The fre-
quency for each event type is shown in parenthesis. Because
the two closest events are A and B , at a distance of 115
km, these two events make up the body of the rule. The
remaining one, event C , becomes the implication:

carryout-vehicular-bombing(AFGMOS,AFGREB) ∧
use-as-human-shield(AFGREB,AFGCVL) =⇒
attempt-to-assassinate(AFGCVL,AFGMIL)

To add the soft truths, we look at Table 1 and see that
the probability of event A = 15

45
= 0.33, B = 5

45
= 0.11,

and C = 25
45

= 0.55. The overall weight of the rule is the
average distance between the three events, normalized in the
range [0,1], which can be calculated as 0.76, assuming a min
distance of 0 km, and a max distance of 278 km. Thus the
final rule looks like:

0.76:

0.33︷ ︸︸ ︷
carryout vehicular bombing(AFGMOS,AFGREB) ∧

0.11︷ ︸︸ ︷
use as human shield(AFGREB,AFGCV L) =⇒

0.55︷ ︸︸ ︷
attempt to assassinate(AFGCV L,AFGMIL)

We then use the above rule to find its distance to satisfac-
tion as described in Subsection 3. In the experiments we set
the overall weight of every rule as 1.0 (every rule is equally
important) and focus on the soft truths instead. Our fore-
casts are the rules with the least distance to satisfaction.
Based on that, we use precision and recall as evaluation
measures. It should be clear that the above example is a
simple scenario with only three events. Given vast numbers
of events, the number of rules can easily explode. Opti-
mizations should be done, such as shortening distances or
filtering out specific event types in order to alleviate com-
putation costs. Our weights are based on frequencies and
spatial distances, but it is possible that different approaches
may be better suited for different domains of knowledge.

Discussion: In the context of violent events, a key consid-
eration is whether relevant events can be forecast, knowing
that relevance is a highly subjective matter. For measure-
ment purposes, we define relevance in a comparative scale
based on either Euclidean distance or distance to satisfac-
tion: lower values are always more relevant than higher ones.
Association among events can be investigated in three con-
figurations: (1) all events are the same, such as when in-
stances of fights result in other fights; (2) all events are dif-
ferent, such as when a fight and police crackdown result in
a riot; (3) otherwise, events are mixed. Assume that there
exists a set of trigger events (φ1 to φn) that lead to a final vi-
olent event (φfinal) with a d Euclidean distance or distance
to satisfaction. Then one can assert a successful forecast for
other unseen final violent events provided that the trigger
events lead to the same final violent events with the same or
lower distance d. In other words, comparing the association
between two sets of events, if the events match (or partially
match) on at least one trigger event and distance is just as
low, then a forecast is made. If no events match or distance
d is off, then the forecast is a miss.

Using the above ideas, we retrieve all events from our
dataset that fit those conditions, and count how many we
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Table 1: Example of three GDELT events in Afghanistan. The number in parenthesis is the total number of
events of that kind reported in Afghanistan in 2011. The latitude and longitude values represent the locations
where one instance of that event took place between the source and target groups. The image shows the
distance in km between the different events, which are used to generate rules for spatio-logical inference.

Event Description (instances) Source† Target† Lat Lng

A Carry out vehicular bombing (15) AFGMOS AFGREB 34.3333 70.4167

B Use as human shield (5) AFGREB AFGCVL 34.5167 69.1833

C Attempt to assassinate (25) AFGCVL AFGMIL 32.3472 68.5932

†AFG=Afghanistan, MOS=Muslim group, REB=Rebel group, CVL=Civilians, MIL=Military

were able to forecast, and how many were missed. For sim-
plicity, we limit the views to a range where the max dis-
tance between any two events is 100 km. Fig. 4 shows six
plots with different measurements for discussion. High re-
call values indicate that previously-unseen events are being
found without going over a distance limit. This is shown in
Fig. 4(A), in which recall values range from 30% to 66%.
In the range where distance between events lies between 0
to 50 km, recall remains fairly constant at around 62% for
mixed events. It indicates that, for many of the generated
rules, their constituent events lead to the same final vio-
lent event with a distance of 50 km or less. For events of
the same category, recall trends upward up to 50 km, but
only gets worse thereafter. More intriguing are events of
unique type, in which recall is good with short distances (0
- 20 km) or long distances (80 - 100 km), but often worse
between (21 - 79 km). The lesson learned from this exam-
ple is the following: the soft truth values established in the
rules seem to be appropriate for the initial part of the graph
(shorter distances) and the late stages (longer distances),
but may not be ideal for mid distances. Similar trends as
the above is also seen in Fig. 4(B), which shows precision
by Euclidean distance. In general, one would expect high
recall for short distances and vice-versa. Intuitively, gov-
ernment in Kabul experiences many bombings over time,
but ones which are not necessarily related to other bomb-
ings in far-away cities, such as Charikar. However, our data
indicate that, in many instances, longer distances between
events display higher precision than shorter ones. This is
the case in Fig. 4(B) where the highest precision for mixed
events is approximately 60% with a distance of 60 km. For
unique events, this fact is even more pronounced, since the
highest precision (57%) lines up with the highest distance of
100 km. The above discussion points to the importance of
relating event types, locations, distances, and frequencies in
the discussion of violent events. We use these components
to generate event-based rules. Fig. 4(E) summarizes recall
in terms of the number of generated rules according to event
type. This time, distance is disregarded, which has a differ-
ent effect on the results. When distance is not considered,
recall is consistently high when events have unique types,
but suffer considerably for mixed ones, with a higher varia-
tion for same event types. In practice, it seems to relay the
message that “a forecast is safe when a and b lead to c,
but not when a and a lead to c or b and b lead to c”.
The closest that the three lines come together is at approx-
imately 33k generated rules, where recall ranges from 44%
to 54%. This is a significant difference from the distance
approach, which underscores the importance of spatial anal-
ysis. Fig. 4(E) also shows that fewer rules is not necessarily

better than more rules (as one might expect). In fact, some
of the best recall values can be seen exactly at the end of
the graph when the number of generated rules hits 100k.
The not-all-clear message here is that violent events are bet-
ter explainable with different types of events, and not with
the reoccurrence of the same event types. Fig. 4(C) and
Fig. 4(D) show variations of precision and recall in terms
of distance to satisfaction. Interestingly, recall (Fig. 4(C))
is observed to be higher with lower distance to satisfaction,
with few exceptions. In the case of precision (Fig. 4(D)),
however, the trend is inconsistent. No clear pattern can be
established of where higher or lower recall can be equated
with higher or lower distance to satisfaction.

For illustrative purposes, Fig. 4(F) depicts the distribu-
tion of three events for the 10 largest cities in Afghanistan,
which were used in this dataset. It shows, for instance, that
(for this partial dataset) vehicular bombings are mostly fre-
quent in Kandahar, Kabul, and Jalalabad (in this order),
while Kabul itself sees most of the human shield events.
While this graph is not the complete dataset used in the
experiments, it gives the reader a sense of the spatial loca-
tions being investigated and the event types we were looking
for.

Finally, we display some of the events our approach is able
to forecast in Table 2. Starting from a sample generated
rule (G1), whose final violent event relates to destruction of
property, having a distance to satisfaction = 0.25, the table
first shows a set of four rules that were correctly forecast
(F1, F2, F3, F4). F1, for example, tells about some sort
of “negotiation” that involves an action of “release”, which
eventually ended up as “confiscation of property”. Without
the benefit of external knowledge, we do not know the de-
tails of this case. However, we can affirm with confidence
that this event is very close in concept to the original rule
G1, which also has a “release” component, involves “destruc-
tion of property”, and has lower distance to satisfaction than
the original rule G1 (0.13 as opposed to 0.25). These events
took place in 2010 in Afghanistan at a distance of 34 km
from each other. The same is true for F3, which also deals
with “destruction of property”, though coming from totally
separate trigger events related to “military cooperation” and
a “curfew”. F2 and F4 have slightly higher distance to sat-
isfaction, albeit still below the limit of 0.25 established by
G1.

Further down the table, we show four other rules that were
not considered valid forecasts based on our pre-established
conditions. The first one, M1, does not have a similar final
violent event to G1, and thus we do not have a basis to com-
pare distances given that the rules share little in common
(only one trigger event). M2 shares no trigger events at all



Table 2: Examples of events that were forecast correctly or missed based on the generated rule shown across
the top row. The final violent event is destruction of property as shown in the implication of the generated
rule G1. For each missed forecast, a reason explains why the forecast was not considered valid. The number
in parenthesis at the end of each rule denotes distance to satisfaction.

Generated Rule Distance to Satisfaction: 0.25

G1 engage(AFGGOV,RADMOS) ∧ demand-release(AFG,COP) =⇒ destroy-property(AFGREB,RADMOS)

Events Correctly Forecast by Rule G1

F1 halt-negotiation(AFGCOP,UAF) ∧ demand-release(AFG,COP) =⇒ confiscate-property(AFGGOV,RADMOS) (0.13)

F2 engage(AFGGOV,RADMOS) ∧ impose-embargo(AFGSPY,AFGCRM) =⇒ seize(AFGGOV,AFGINSTALUAF) (0.17)

F3 cooperate-militarily(AFGCOP,AFG) ∧ impose-curfew(AFGSPY,AFGCVL) =⇒ destroy-property(AFGGOV,RADMOS) (0.12)

F4 ban parties(AFGCOP,UAF) ∧ demand-material-coop(AFGGOVBUS,AFGCVL) =⇒ destroy-property(AFGREL,RADMOS) (0.24)

Missed Forecasts Reason for Miss

M1 engage(AFGGOV,RADMOS) ∧ reject(AFG,AFG) =⇒ mobilize-armed-forces(AFG,RADMOS) (0.20) wrong final violent event

M2 halt-negotiation(AFGCOP,UAF) ∧ use-tactics-violent(AFG,COP) =⇒ destroy-property(AFGGOV,RADMOS) (0.20) no match on trigger events

M3 expel(AFGMIL,AFGELI) ∧ rally-opposition(AFGGOV,AFGREF) =⇒ demand-release(AFGGOV,RADMOS) (0.38)) high distance to satisfaction

M4 engage(AFGEDU,AFGMIL) ∧ reduce-econ-aid(UAF,AFGREF) =⇒ destroy-property(AFGGOV,RADMOS) (0.31) high distance to satisfaction

AFG=Afghanistan, BUS=business, COP=police force, CRM=criminal, CVL=civilian, ELI=elites, GOV=government,
MIL=military, MOS=muslim, RAD=radical, REB=rebels, REF=refugee , SPY=spy, UAF=unidentified armed force

with G1, and thus is not valid because our approach needs
at least one element in common. M3 and M4 are both too
distant in terms of distance to satisfaction from 0.25, and
thus are rejected as well.

4.1 Comparison of the Different Forecasting
Strategies

In this subsection, we put in perspective two forecasting
strategies. Our goal is not to find the best forecasting ap-
proach, but rather to contrast them. One line of research
complimentary to our work, but which often does not in-
clude spatial storytelling, is event detection, to which we
point the reader for further reading [14, 23]. We frame our
discussion in terms of precision and recall, as done before.

Table 3 lists a set of 5 event types, labeled E1 through
E5, from the GDELT dataset that we target as final vi-
olent events. We use 250,000 records: 150,000 as input
and 100,000 for validation. For each event type, the table
shows precision and recall values, calculated as explained
earlier, using two technical approaches. Bayes denotes tra-
ditional Bayesian Inference, where we consider combinations
of events whose probability of occurrence is 10% or less
(higher than 10% was less significant in our dataset). The
other two methods (sli-1 and sli-2 ) are considered accord-
ing to the nature of their distances. Again, for Simple Bayes
(sB), precision and recall values are provided for all events
whose probabilities are less than or equal to 0.1. Similarly,
sli-1 and sli-2 are considered for rules where the distance
to satisfaction is less than or equal to 1.5. These values are
selected because they are approximate midpoint distances
between the events in our dataset, and thus a reasonable
breakoff point for investigative purposes.

The way to interpret the table, exemplified for row 1, is
as follows. Upon running Bayesian Inference for event E1
(attempt to assassinate) in the initial set of 150,000 events,
the results indicated 5,101 combinations (not shown in ta-
ble) of trigger events that led to E1 with a probability
≤ 10%. However, when validating against the remaining
100,000 records, those combinations only contained 985 out
of 2662 events with a probability≤ 10% (and that shared at
least one event with the generating combination), yielding a
precision of 0.37. For recall, 985 combinations were found,
but 1539 should have been identified, resulting in a recall of
0.64.

Discussion: The first noticeable point is the fairly low
levels of precision for simple Bayes for all event types, except
for E2 (carry out vehicular bombing). Especially for E3

(engage in violence), very few combinations of events lead
to that type of event, making it hard to identify. Overall,
the reason for the low precision values is that traditional
Bayes requires the same events in the same sequence for
the probabilities to be high. For violent events, however,
sequence can seldom be guaranteed, rendering Bayes less
than ideal. The situation is more favorable in terms of recall,
as relevant items are often retrieved with greater success.

For simple Bayes, precision displays mixed signals. It is
good for E2 (0.61) and E5 (0.51) , but decreases for E1
(0.35). The reason has to do with the distance, which im-
pacts E1 negatively. Verifying the dataset, it can be seen
that events within short distances of E1 are not commonly
observed, thus impacting precision. In general, recall is con-
sistently high, not seeing much impact from either side of
the 10% threshold.

sli-1 demonstrates the highest precision of any of the ap-
proaches for event E4 (0.78). It is never lower than 0.51.
However, the most robust numbers come from sli-2. Its pos-
itive aspect is consistency even when it does not account for
the highest precision. Spatial distance appears to be a fac-
tor here. This is most likely due to many instances of the
same pairs of events that lead to E4. Its recall values are
reasonably high across all events.

Two observations can be made about spatio-logical infer-
ence (sli): first, precision shows good consistency for low
distances to satisfaction, which is desirable in terms of fore-
casting. However, one should also expect low precision for
high distances to satisfaction (df), which in general does
not occur when df >1.0. While high precision is normally
a good thing, we would prefer df to oppose precision hand-
in-hand (low to high, and high to low). sli is very stable in
terms of recall, and interestingly, especially when distances
are long. While Table 3 only shows a limited number of re-
sults, our overall experience points to sli-2 as having most
of the highest recall and precision scores.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper combines storytelling with Spatio-Logical In-

ference to perform event forecasting based on the interac-
tions among real-world entities. The proposed algorithm
generates interaction rules, calculates their soft truths, and
uses relaxed logical conjunction and disjunction to compute
a rule’s distance to satisfaction. The lower the distance to
satisfaction the stronger the forecast for the events in that
rule. Experiments on Afghanistan data demonstrated that
this proposed approach provides significantly higher preci-



Figure 4: Results from spatio-logical inference. (A) Effect of distance between events on recall. (B) Effect of
distance between events on precision. (C) Effect of the distance to satisfaction on recall. (D) Effect of the
distance to satisfaction on precision. (E) Effect of the number of generated rules on recall. (F) Distribution
of violent events in cities of Afghanistan.

Table 3: Comparison of precision and recall for Simple Bayesian Inference and Spatio-logical Inference.
Precision and recall are measured based on thresholds of 0.10 for Bayes and distance to satisfaction of 0.5
for Spatio-Logical Inference. The highest values are shown in red letters.

simple Bayes (sB) spatio-logical inference (sli-1) spatio-logical inference (sl1-2)
Event precision recall f-measure precision recall f-measure precision recall f-measure

E1-attempt to assassinate 0.35 0.81 0.48 0.51 0.58 0.54 0.55 0.77 0.64
E2-carry out vehicular bombing 0.61 0.75 0.67 0.57 0.72 0.63 0.66 0.80 0.72
E3-engage in violence 0.48 0.71 0.57 0.54 0.72 0.61 0.66 0.79 0.71
E4-conduct strike or boycott for rights 0.45 0.65 0.53 0.78 0.61 0.68 0.67 0.79 0.72
E5-destroy property 0.51 0.70 0.59 0.61 0.77 0.68 0.45 0.52 0.48

sion and recall scores than a typical traditional probabilistic
method. For future work, our objective is to establish story-
telling as a robust tool for entity reasoning in a wide range
of application domains.
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